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A Manual Sign-Communication System for Special Populations

Volume 1: Principles, Background, and Application

A Manual Sign-Communication  
System for Special Populations

Volume 1: Principles,  
Background, and Application

Simplified Signs presents a system of manual sign communication intended for 
special populations who have had limited success mastering spoken or full sign 
languages. It is the culmination of over twenty years of research and development 
by the authors. The Simplified Sign System has been developed and tested for ease 
of sign comprehension, memorization, and formation by limiting the complexity 
of the motor skills required to form each sign, and by ensuring that each sign 
visually resembles the meaning it conveys.

Volume 1 outlines the research underpinning and informing the project, and 
places the Simplified Sign System in a wider context of sign usage, historically 
and by different populations. Volume 2 presents the lexicon of signs, totalling 
approximately 1000 signs, each with a clear illustration and a written description 
of how the sign is formed, as well as a memory aid that connects the sign visually 
to the meaning that it conveys. 

While the Simplified Sign System originally was developed to meet the needs of 
persons with intellectual disabilities, cerebral palsy, autism, or aphasia, it may 
also assist the communication needs of a wider audience – such as healthcare 
professionals, aid workers, military personnel , travellers or parents, and children 
who have not yet mastered spoken language.  The system also has been shown to 
enhance learning for individuals studying a foreign language. 

Lucid and comprehensive, this work constitutes a valuable resource that will 
enhance the communicative interactions of many different people, and will be of 
great interest to researchers and educators alike.

As with all Open Book publications, this entire book is available to read for free on 
the publisher’s website. Printed and digital editions, together with supplementary 
digital material, can also be found at www.openbookpublishers.com
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Appendix C:  
Palm, Finger, and Knuckle Orientation

Palm Orientation

Palm orientation describes the positioning of the palm(s) of the hand(s) 
during the production of a sign; in other words, the direction each 
palm faces as a sign is being formed. Below you will find the written 
descriptions, as well as drawings, of the common orientations of the 
palm(s) during signing. (See also “Tips for Using the Sign Lexicon and 
Sign Index” in Chapter 10, Volume 2.) A flat-hand (the hand is flat with 
fingers together and extended) is used in the illustrations, which are 
drawn from the viewer’s perspective. In most instances, the signer’s 
right hand is depicted.

Palm facing down: the position of the hand 
when the palm faces down toward the floor.

Palm facing in: the position of the hand 
when the palm faces in toward the signer.
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Palm facing out: the position of the hand 
when the palm faces out or away from the 
signer.

Palm facing to the side: the position of the 
hand when the palm faces to one side or the 
other. (For a signer who uses the right hand 
as the dominant hand, the natural position 
is with the palm of that hand facing to his 
or her left. For a signer who uses the left 
hand as the dominant hand, the natural 
position is with the palm of that hand 
facing to his or her right.)
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Palm facing to the side (rare): the position 
of the right hand when the palm faces to the 
right, with the little finger above the thumb 
(i.e., the little finger is closer to the ceiling). 
Or, the position of the left hand when the 
palm faces to the left, with the little finger 
above the thumb (i.e., the little finger is 
closer to the ceiling).

Palm facing up: the position of the hand 
when the palm faces up toward the ceiling.

Palms facing each other (and to opposite 
sides): for two-handed signs, the position 
of the hands when they are side by side 
with the palms facing each other and 
toward opposite sides. (In this example, the 
fingers point forward, but it is also possible 
for the fingers to point up or down.)
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Palms facing each other (up and down): 
for two-handed signs, the position of the 
hands when one is above the other, with the 
palms facing toward each other. The palm 
of the upper hand faces down, and the 
palm of the lower hand faces up. (In this 
example, the fingers point forward, but it is 
also possible for the fingers to point to the 
right or to the left.)

Finger/Knuckle Orientation

Finger/knuckle orientation describes the positioning of the finger(s) or 
knuckles of the hand during the production of a sign; in other words, the 
direction the finger(s) or knuckles point as a sign is being formed. (See 
also “Tips for Using the Sign Lexicon and Sign Index” in Chapter 10, 
Volume 2.) In the written descriptions of how the signs are formed, we 
often include the orientation of the finger(s) or knuckles because palm 
orientation alone may not be specific enough. For example, consider 
the following (a flat-hand is used for the illustrations, which are drawn 
from the viewer’s perspective):

Palm facing down, fingers pointing 
forward: the position of the hand when the 
palm faces down toward the floor and the 
fingers point out or away from the signer.
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Palm facing down, fingers pointing in: the 
position of the hand when the palm faces 
down toward the floor and the fingers point 
in toward the signer.

Palm facing down, fingers pointing to the 
(left) side: the position of the hand when 
the palm faces down toward the floor and 
the fingers point to the signer’s left side.

Palm facing down, fingers pointing to the 
(right) side: the position of the hand when 
the palm faces down toward the floor and 
the fingers point to the signer’s right side.
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Palm facing down, fingers pointing 
diagonally forward and to the opposite 
(left) side: the position of the right hand 
when the palm faces down toward the floor 
and the fingers point diagonally forward to 
the opposite (left) side.

Palm facing down, fingers pointing 
diagonally forward and to the opposite 
(right) side: the position of the left hand 
when the palm faces down toward the floor 
and the fingers point diagonally forward to 
the opposite (right) side.

Generally, the most natural hand orientation when a sign is made in 
front of the body is with the fingers pointing diagonally forward and to 
the opposite side.

All of the above examples use a palm down orientation, yet the 
orientation of the fingers varies. Since the fingers are not always extended 
during the production of a sign, we have also included drawings of the 
various orientations of the knuckles. The convention used for describing 
finger/knuckle orientation mirrors the convention used for describing 
palm orientation. A pointing-hand (the index finger is extended from 
an otherwise closed hand) is used in the finger orientation illustrations 
and a fist (the hand forms a fist) is used in the knuckle orientation 
illustrations. Both are drawn from the viewer’s perspective, with the 
signer’s right hand depicted in most instances.
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Finger/knuckles pointing down, palm 
facing in: the finger/knuckles point down 
toward the floor and the palm faces in 
toward the signer.

Finger/knuckles pointing down, palm 
facing out: the finger/knuckles point down 
toward the floor and the palm faces out or 
away from the signer.
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Finger/knuckles pointing forward: the 
finger/knuckles point out or away from the 
signer.

Finger/knuckles pointing in: the finger/
knuckles point in toward the signer.
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Finger/knuckles pointing to the (left) 
side: the finger/knuckles point to the 
signer’s left side.

 Finger/knuckles pointing to the (right) 
side: the finger/knuckles point to the 
signer’s right side.
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Finger/knuckles pointing up: the finger/
knuckles point up toward the ceiling.

Palm facing down, finger/knuckles 
pointing diagonally forward and to the 
opposite (left) side: the position of the 
right hand when the palm faces down 
toward the floor and the finger/knuckles 
point diagonally forward to the opposite 
(left) side.
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Palm facing down, finger/knuckles 
pointing diagonally forward and to the 
opposite (right) side: the position of the 
left hand when the palm faces down toward 
the floor and the finger/knuckles point 
diagonally forward to the opposite (right) 
side.

Again, the most natural hand orientation when a sign is made in front 
of the body is with the finger or knuckles pointing diagonally forward 
and to the opposite side.




